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Great Lakes Protection Act Alliance 
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Great Lakes Protection Act 
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 Environmental organizations called for a Great Lakes 
Protection Act through the Green Prosperity Coalition in 
2010 and 2011 

 The throne speech outlined plans to introduce a Great Lakes 
Protection Act in 2011 

 June 6 2012 a Great Lakes Protection Act introduced by the 
Ontario government 

 The Bill died ``on the order paper`` with the pro-rogueing 
of the legislature this fall 



Backgrounders for proposed Great Lakes 
Protection Act 
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Human Health and the Great Lakes 
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 Overview 
 What are the key environmental health issues in relation to the 

Great Lakes 
 How would a Great Lakes Protection Act and Strategy make a 

difference to human health in the Great Lakes basin 
 What are we calling for in re human health and the great lakes for 

future legislation 
 This presentation is focussed only on a human health lens and is not 

the entirety of the Alliance’s positions on a GLPA 



Source of Drinking Water 
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 The Great Lakes –St-Lawrence River basin holds 95% of 
North America’s fresh water supply  

 a source of drinking water for more than 24 million people 
in the U.S. and Canada.  

 More than 70 per cent of Ontarians rely directly on the 
Great Lakes for their drinking water.  
 



Source of Food 
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• Agriculture, dependent on clean surface water and 
groundwater for crops and livestock 

• Aquaculture, commercial fisheries and First Nations 
communities are dependent on clean surface water and 
groundwater  for fish extraction (albeit open-cage 
aquaculture in the Great Lakes presents a number of adverse 
impacts) 

• In 2008, Ontario’s commercial fishing industry’s 
contribution to Ontario's economy was approximately 
$180 million to $215 million dollars. 
 



Source of Recreation 
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 For local residents and tourists, the Great Lakes are a 
recreation destination for swimming, paddling, and fishing. 
Their protection means protecting the health of its visitors 
and of the vibrancy of Ontarians tourist economy. 

 Recreational fishing alone is estimated to contribute $350 
million annually to Ontario’s economy.   
 



Pollution - wastewater 
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• The Great Lakes receive billions of litres of wastewater 
annually from municipal sewage and storm-water runoff.  
Billions of litres of untreated sewage are also entering the 
Great Lakes, due to aging sewer systems, by-passes and sewer 
and storm-water overflows.     

• Overflows are an escalating issue due to intense weather 
events linked to climate change.  



Agriculture 
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 Agricultural non-point sources are responsible for about 25% 
of total waterborne phosphorus loadings (more than three 
times the combined inputs of phosphorus from 
municipalities) 



Air Pollution 
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 Air pollution is a significant source of pollution to the Great 
Lakes as well.  

 As we reported in our 2010 Pollution Watch report, in 
2007, total air releases of all matched chemicals from all 
matched facilities in the Great Lakes were almost 75 million 
kg. 

 TRI facilities released 43 million kg to air (58% of the total) 
while NPRI facilities released 31 million kg (42% of the 
total).  



Facilities Reporting under TRI and NPRI 2007 Great Lakes Basin 
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Toxic Chemicals 
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  Hundreds of toxic chemicals are being detected in the Great 
Lakes.  

 Many of these chemicals are found in consumer products 
(cosmetics, pharmaceuticals) 

 Many are produced by industrial and agricultural processes 
(pesticides, manure, oil refining, mining) 



Impacts 
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  The impact on human health is not yet completely 
understood  

 Evidence is mounting as to threats of hormone disruption, 
cancer, and reproductive and developmental disorders from a 
variety of toxic substances found in the Great Lakes 



Quantity 
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• Decreasing water levels are also a developing concern.  
• Only 1% of the waters of the Great Lakes are renewable 

from runoff, return flow and rainfall - the rest of the water 
was deposited long ago from glacial melt.  

• Conservation ensures that future generations will continue to 
have vital access to fresh drinking water. 

 



Great Lakes Protection Act and 
Strategy 
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• A Great Lakes Protection Act and strategy can help by: 
– Requiring annual quantification and reporting of loadings of 

pollutants to the Great Lakes and making this information public 
– Empowering the Minister of the Environment to take a leadership 

role, and to continue or reach agreements with First Nations, 
municipalities, Canada, States, Conservation Authorities and others to 
pursue joint initiatives and other matters regarding the Great Lakes, 
consistent with the purposes of the Great Lakes Protection Act and 
implementing the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement and the 
Canada Ontario Agreement 

 



Act and Strategy - Principles 
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• An Act and the Strategy can provide a set of principles to 
guide Great Lakes related decision-making & input in all fora 
– principles such as a science based precautionary approach; 
an ecosystems approach, sub-watershed approaches, virtual 
elimination of toxic chemicals; prevention of harm; citizen 
involvement; shared responsibility, sustainable development 
and adaptation and application of the precautionary principle 
in existing and future Great Lakes responsibilities.  
 



Act and Strategy - Engagement 
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• An Act and Strategy can provide tools and incentives to 
engage citizens in restoring and caring for their shorelines, 
such as Adopt-a-Beach in the US, or shoreline stewardship 
councils. 

• It could also provide for Integrated Watershed Management 
decision-making with multi-sectoral involvement 

• Engagement can result in strong support for resources and 
legal tools to protect the health of the Great Lakes 



Act and Strategy – Pollution Reduction 
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• Tools in a Great Lakes Protection Act can encourage 
pollution reduction in targeted areas 

• Provincial approvals can be tightened up in areas needing 
better protection and pollution reduction  

• Ontario’s support for water innovation can help with new 
and improved water technology for better treatment and 
pollution reduction such as for better treatment of 
pharmaceuticals discharged to water from a variety of 
sources, also leading to local jobs  
 
 



Act and Strategy – pollution reduction 
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 Tighter standards in particular areas can be established 
through targets or tools like Geographically Focussed 
Initiatives 

 For example phosphorous reduction can be required 
 Land use requirements could be predicated on lower loadings 

to Great Lakes basin waterways 



Pollution reduction and health 
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 An Act or Strategy can result in the setting of targets that 
impose deadlines for control and implementation plans to 
address combined sewer overflows and bypasses 

 Province wide sewer treatment standards should be 
established 
 



Pollution reduction and health – non-
point sources 
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• The Act and Strategy can encourage or require reduction the 
impacts of urban development through strong support of Low 
Impact Development (LID) techniques either broadly or in 
targeted areas. 

• Programs established pursuant to a Strategy could assist 
municipalities’ protection or establishment of green 
infrastructure, like urban forests, wetlands, storm-water ponds 
and green roofs, to reduce costs and keep our waterways and lakes 
healthier.  

• Various BMPs and innovative green infrastructure approaches can 
assist agriculture in reducing waterborne phosphorous loadings 



Remedial Action Plans 
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• The Act and Strategy can support continued clean up of toxic 
‘hotspots’ such as Areas of Concern and others by providing 
the required investment and regulation in the next five years 
with resulting health benefits. 

  
 



Targets and Measurements 
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 The Act and Strategy can provide or provide a mechanism for 
establishment of measurable targets and timeframes for the 
stated goals.  

 They can require assembly of data and report loadings for 
municipal wastewater plants, and other measurable loading 
sources with accompanying reduction targets. 



Chemicals of concern  
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 Current toxics regulation is only managing to stabilize levels 
of traditional chemicals of concern, like mercury and dioxins, 
while chemicals of emerging concern are not being 
adequately researched or regulated.  

 An Act and Strategy can set specific objectives and time lines 
for regulating chemicals of concern in the Great Lakes.    



Examples of improved toxics regulation 
in Great Lakes  
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 Greater prevention of deposits from the air and water into 
the Great Lakes basin – bringing Great Lakes targets to bear 
on specific emissions approvals for example 

 Funding of research about human and environmental 
impacts of substances in order to provide information about 
the effects of the over 1,000 new substances entering the 
Great Lakes every year 
 



Source Water Protection for Great 
Lakes Sources of Drinking Water 
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 Source Water Protection Plans have to be finalized 
(pursuant to the on-going planning process under the 
Clean Water Act) 

 The common issues shared by Great Lakes communities 
in terms of source water protection need common 
solutions which an Act and Strategy can help address 

 Examples include contaminant flows around the lakes, 
accidents, spills, and non-point loadings 
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